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Abstract: Dark matter (DM) interacting with the SM fields via a Z ′-boson (‘Z ′-portal’)

remains one of the most attractive WIMP scenarios, both from the theoretical and the phe-

nomenological points of view. In order to avoid the strong constraints from direct detection

and dilepton production, it is highly convenient that the Z ′ has axial coupling to DM and

leptophobic couplings to the SM particles, respectively. The latter implies that the asso-

ciated U(1) coincides with baryon number in the SM sector. In this paper we completely

classify the possible anomaly-free leptophobic Z ′ with minimal dark sector, including the

cases where the coupling to DM is axial. The resulting scenario is very predictive and per-

fectly viable from the present constraints from DM detection, EW observables and LHC

data (di-lepton, di-jet and mono-jet production). We analyze all these constraints, obtain-

ing the allowed areas in the parameter space, which generically prefer mZ′ . 500 GeV,

apart from resonant regions. The best chances to test these viable areas come from future

LHC measurements.
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1 Introduction

The simplest WIMP models for dark matter (DM), where the dark sector consists of one

single particle interacting with the SM fields via Higgs- or Z-boson (i.e. Higgs and Z portals)

are currently under pressure, especially by DM direct detection (DD) experiments.

However, this view is probably over-simplified, in several ways. First, the dark sector

may consists of several particles (even if only one of them is the DM). Second, the dark

sector may not be directly coupled to the SM one, but through some mediator, e.g. a new

scalar or a new vector boson, Z ′. Models of the last kind have been extensively considered

in the literature [1–22], as they represent a very plausible scenario of BSM physics, e.g.

in the context of GUT or string models. Usually, the analyses have been done in the

framework of the so called simplified DM models (SDMM), where the DM particle and

the Z ′ mediator are the only extra fields. Still, there is a non-trivial parameter space,

essentially given by the Z ′-mass, its coupling to the DM particle, and the various couplings

to the SM fields. Some of the most important constraints in that parameter-space come

from DD experiments [10, 16] and from di-lepton production at the LHC [13, 16]. These

constraints are highly alleviated if the coupling of the Z ′ with DM is of the axial type, and

if the Z ′ has leptophobic couplings to the SM particles, respectively.
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On the other hand, as stressed in several articles [3, 5, 6, 10–13, 17, 23], simplified DM

models are “too simple” concerning unitarity, gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation.

In fact, the Z’s in SDMM are typically anomalous. Then, in order to cancel the anomalies,

additional fermions (besides the DM one) are mandatory. The authors of refs. [3, 5, 6, 10–

12, 17, 23] performed a systematic search of (anomaly-free) Z ′ extensions either with axial

DM-coupling or with leptophobia (or, equivalently, completions of gauged baryon number).

In this paper we follow a similar spirit, obtaining new general results on this type of

consistent Z ′ extensions. We will assume throughout the paper that the DM particle is a

Dirac fermion, χ, neutral under all the SM gauge symmetries. Then, we will determine the

possible scenarios where the Z ′ is simultaneously leptophobic and with axial DM coupling.

There are very few scenarios of that kind with a minimal dark spectrum. Finally, we study

the phenomenology of these models, and discuss how they can be experimentally tested.

Our paper is structured as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we present the model. In

section 4 we illustrate the relevant constraints that apply to our model from electroweak

precision measurements, LHC, DM relic density and direct and indirect DM searches. In

section 5 we illustrate our results, and in section 6 we summarize our conclusions.

2 Anomaly-free leptophobic Z′s

It is easy to see that a consistent leptophobic U(1)Y ′ group, where leptons have vanishing

Y ′-charge, must be equivalent to baryonic number, U(1)B, in the SM sector. The invariance

of the leptonic Yukawa couplings,

yei L̄iHei, (2.1)

(where yi are the Yukawa coupling constants, with i a family index in an obvious notation)

requires the Y ′-charge of the Higgs to vanish, Y ′H = 0. Then, invariance of the hadronic

Yukawa couplings

yuijQ̄iH̄uj , ydijQ̄iHdj (2.2)

requires Y ′Q = Y ′u = Y ′d, which is equivalent to U(1)B. So, in the following we will assume

U(1)Y ′ ≡ U(1)B in the SM sector, and therefore Y ′ = 1/3 for all quarks. Note that

this is a completely generic result for any UV completion of the SM with a leptophobic,

flavour-blind, U(1)Y ′ group.

A consequence of the previous result is that a (leptophobic) Z ′ couples to quarks in

a purely vectorial way. This has important implications, especially for DD experiments.

Namely, if the Z ′ couples also in a vectorial way to DM, then the effective operator for

DD is spin-independent with no velocity-supression. Hence the model would be under

extreme pressure from DD bounds as it has been shown for instance in refs. [13, 16]. On

the other hand, if the Z ′ coupling to DM is axial, then the effective DD operator is both

spin-dependent and velocity-suppressed, so the model is safe from DD bounds. We will

come back to this point in section 4. Next, we examine further conditions imposed by the

requirement of leptophobia.
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Since U(1)Y ′ ≡ U(1)B for the SM fields, there are two anomalies1 which are not

vanishing just within the SM sector, and thus require extra staff: SU(2)2
L × U(1)Y ′ and

U(1)2
Y × U(1)Y ′ . The first one requires the presence of non-trivial representations under

SU(2)L. Since by assumption, the DM particle, χ, is a SM singlet, the most economical

extension is to add two SU(2)L doublets, ψL, ψR (the need of at least two of such doublets

is obliged e.g. by the cancellation of Witten’s SU(2) global anomaly). The cancellation of

the anomaly requires

SU(2)2
L ×U(1)Y ′ anomaly −→ Y ′ψL

− Y ′ψR
= −3. (2.3)

Then, it is straightforward to check that the cancellation of the U(1)2
Y × U(1)Y ′ anomaly

demands extra particles. Otherwise, such cancellation would require2 Y 2
ψL
Y ′ψL
−Y 2

ψR
Y ′ψR

=

3/4. In addition, the vanishing of the U(1)3
Y anomaly would impose YψL

= YψR
. These two

conditions, together with eq. (2.3), lead to Y 2
ψL

= −1/4, with no solution. In consequence,

we need to add at least one extra singlet, η, to the dark sector. In other words, the minimal

dark sector for a leptophobic Z ′ is:

minimal dark sector : {χL,R, ψL,R, ηL,R}, (2.4)

where χ is a SM singlet (and the DM particle), ψ is a SU(2)L doublet (and color singlet),

and η is SU(2)L and color singlet.

Next, we re-examine the conditions imposed on the charges of the dark sector by the

cancellation of the various anomalies:

SU(2)2
L×U(1)Y ′ anomaly −→ Y ′ψR

= 3+Y ′ψL
, (2.5)

SU(2)2
L×U(1)Y anomaly −→ YψL

=YψR
≡Yψ, (2.6)

U(1)3
Y and U(1)Y anomalies −→ YηL =YηR ≡Yη, (2.7)

U(1)2
Y ×U(1)Y ′ anomaly −→ Y 2

η (Y ′ηL−Y
′
ηR

) =
3

2
+6Y 2

ψ , (2.8)

U(1)2
Y ′×U(1)Y anomaly −→ 2Yψ(Y ′ψL

2−Y ′ψR

2
) =−Yη(Y ′ηL

2−Y ′ηR
2
), (2.9)

U(1)Y ′ anomaly −→ (Y ′χL
+Y ′ηL)−(Y ′χR

+Y ′ηR) = 6, (2.10)

U(1)3
Y ′ anomaly −→ (Y ′χL

3
+Y ′ηL

3
+2Y ′ψL

3
)−(Y ′χR

3
+Y ′ηR

3
+2Y ′ψR

3
) = 0.

(2.11)

Eqs. (2.5)–(2.10) can be solved analytically in a straightforward way, leaving {Yψ, Yη,
Y ′ψR

, Y ′χR
} as the remaining unknowns. Furthermore, Yψ, Yη are chosen so that the cor-

responding electric charges are integer, to avoid cosmological disasters. This requires them

to be m + 1/2 and n respectively, with m,n integers. Then for each choice of {Yψ, Yη},
there is a continuum of consistent values of {Y ′ψR

, Y ′χR
}, although only two (or one in some

cases) out of them present axial coupling of the Z ′ to the DM particle, χ, i.e. Y ′χL
= −Y ′χR

1Previous systematic studies on anomaly cancellation conditions for U(1)B extensions have been per-

formed in refs. [3, 6, 10–12, 24–33].
2We use a normalization of the hypercharge, so that it coincides with the electric charge for

SU(2)L-singlets.
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(for details and explicit expressions see appendix A). Besides, only for four special choices

of {Yψ, Yη}, the axial solutions correspond to rational Y ′-charges (which actually happen

to be identical in the four cases), namely

{Yψ, Yη} =

{
±1

2
,±1

}
,

{
±7

2
,±5

}
,

{
Y ′ψL

, Y ′ψR
, Y ′ηL , Y

′
ηR
, Y ′χL

, Y ′χR

}
=

{
−3

2
,

3

2
,

3

2
,−3

2
,

3

2
,−3

2

}
. (2.12)

In addition, recall that all quarks have Y ′ = 1/3, i.e. their baryon number.

3 Anomaly-free leptophobic Z′, with axial coupling to DM

As mentioned in the previous section, the requirement of axial coupling of the Z ′ mediator

to DM has been advocated to diminish the pressure of DD bounds on the viability of the

scenario. For example, in ref. [9], a Z ′ with axial couplings to both the SM fields and the

DM particle, was considered. In this way the Z ′-mediation leads to spin-dependent effective

operators for DD, which are much less constrained. However, as we have seen, if the Z ′

is leptophobic (which is desirable), then the coupling to the SM fields is vectorial, since

U(1)Y ′ is equivalent to baryonic number in the observable sector. Hence a leptophobic Z ′

with axial DM coupling leads to effective operators

q̄γµq χ̄γ5γ
µχ, (3.1)

where q is a generic quark. Such operators induce DD interactions that are not only

spin-dependent, but also velocity-suppressed. Consequently DD virtually does not impose

constraints on a generic leptophobic Z ′, axially coupled to DM. These are of course good

news for this kind of scenario.

An interesting fact is that, assuming minimal DM sector, a leptophobic, DM-axial Z ′

has completely determined Y ′ charges for both SM and dark fields, as shown in eq. (2.12).

This means that a usual parameter in SDMM, namely the relative strength of the SM

and the DM Z ′-couplings, is not free anymore. Consequently, a future detection of the Z ′

mediator at the LHC would also test this scenario. To be more precise, the absolute value

of the charge of the DM particle, χ, is 4.5 times larger than that of quarks. Actually, this

goes in the right direction to explain why such Z ′ has not been discovered yet (if it exists,

of course): the smaller the couplings to the quarks, the more suppressed the Z ′ production

at the LHC.

Another relevant point has to do with baryon number violation. Since the SM bary-

onic number is being promoted to an anomaly-free gauge symmetry, which is spontaneously

broken (so that the Z ′ is massive), one should be concerned by baryon-number-violation

constraints. The most important of those are proton decay and neutron-antineutron os-

cillations. Proton decay cannot take place in this context since it needs lepton-number

violation as well. On the other hand, neutron-antineutron oscillations represent a violation

of baryon number in two units. However, from eq. (2.12), it is clear that the scalar field

breaking U(1)Y ′ , say S, must have Y ′S = ±3, in order to trigger masses for the dark fields.
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Consequently, it is not possible to build an effective operator able to mediate neutron-

antineutron oscillations. Incidentally, this argument also applies to proton decay, which

needs ∆B = −1.

In order to explore further the phenomenology of leptophobic, DM-axial, Z ′s, we will

focus on one of the four models of eq. (2.12), namely the one where the dark sector contains

the following SU(2)L ×U(1)Y ×U(1)Y ′ (fermionic) representations:

χL

(
1, 0,

3

2

)
,

χR

(
1, 0, −3

2

)
,

ψL

(
2, −1

2
, −3

2

)
,

ψR

(
2, −1

2
,

3

2

)
,

ηL

(
1, −1,

3

2

)
,

ηR

(
1, −1, −3

2

)
. (3.2)

In addition, the dark sector contains a complex scalar, S, with quantum numbers

S ( 1, 0, −3 ). (3.3)

All the previous fields are color singlets. In the SM sector, only the quarks have non-

vanishing Y ′ charge: Y ′ = 1/3. The model defined in eq. (3.2) belongs to a class of

leptophobic models formulated in refs. [5, 11], from which we have borrowed the notation.

The specific charge-assignment (3.2) was explicitly considered in [12].

With the previous spectrum, the most general fermionic Lagrangian involving fields of

the dark sector reads

Lfer ⊃ Lkin − y1ψ̄LHηR − y2ψ̄LH̄χR − y3ψ̄RHηL − y4ψ̄RH̄χL

− λψψ̄LψRS − ληη̄RηLS − λχχ̄RχLS − λLχLχLS − λRχRχRS†

+ (h.c.). (3.4)

Similarly, the scalar Lagrangian involving the S field is given by

Lscal ⊃ Lkin −m2
S |S|2 − λ2

S |S|4 − λ2
HS |H|2|S|2. (3.5)

Defining S = 〈S〉+ s, the three parameters of eq. (3.5) can be traded by 〈S〉, ms and the

mixing between the Higgs boson and the scalar singlet s. This mixing is constrained by

Higgs measurements. For the sake of simplicity, we will take λHS = 0, so that there is no

such mixing.

Notice that, even though the models in eq. (3.2) with hypercharges Yψ = ±7
2 and

Yη = ±5 have identical Y ′ charges than the one we are considering, with this minimal
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particle content (3 fermions, the complex scalar S and the gauge boson Z ′) they cannot be

suitable DM models since the particular choice of hypercharges forbid operators coupling

different dark fermions, like the ones in the first line of the eq. (3.4). Thus an accidental

flavour symmetry arises and the electrically charged fermions, ψ, η, become stable. This

shortcoming might be avoided by enlarging the scalar sector with an extra Higgs with

YH′ = ±3
2 . Consequently, the model defined in eqs. (3.2)–(3.5) is somehow the minimal

model with a leptophobic Z ′ mediator, axially coupled to the dark matter.

Concerning the fermionic Lagrangian (3.4), it should be noticed that the “Majorana

couplings”, λL, λR, if sizable, lead to the mixing and splitting of the two lightest degrees

of freedom in the dark sector, so that the coupling of the lightest dark particle (i.e. the

dark matter) to the Z ′ would not be purely axial. This problem is avoided by noticing

that taking λL = λR = 0, leads to a global U(1) symmetry in the dark sector, under which

all the dark fermions, {χ, ψ, η}, transform with the same charge. This works exactly as

a “dark leptonic number”. Consequently, we will assume such global symmetry, and thus

λL = λR = 0. (This assumption was not done in ref. [12], so the model became non-axial.)

The extra fermionic fields in the dark sector, ψ and η, can have an interesting phe-

nomenology in colliders since they are charged under the SM gauge group. Furthermore,

if they are light enough, they can play a relevant role in the dark matter phenomenology,

in particular its thermal production in the early universe. E.g. if their masses are close

enough to the DM one, their presence trigger efficient co-annihilation processes with the

DM particle. However, since we are interested in exploring characteristics of the simplest

scenario, we will make the assumption that the ψ and η masses are large enough to in-

tegrate these fields out. In that regime we recover a scenario which is similar to SDMM,

but with some differences, e.g. the correlation between the coupling of the Z ′ to the SM

and dark fields (which are taken as free parameters in SDMM). In this way, we get a truly

realistic a SDMM (as it emerges from an anomaly-free model), whose performance is worth

to examine. As we are about to see, even in that case, the extra fields leave a footprint

in the low-energy theory in the form of an effective operator. The present analysis can

be thus considered as the study of a portion of the parameter space of the theory, but of

course the remaining regions are also interesting and would require a specific study.

On the other hand, the ‘dark scalar’, s, may play a relevant role in DM annihilation at

the early universe, due for instance to the s-channel process χχ→ s→ Z ′Z ′. Depending on

the values of mχ,ms, this diagram can be competitive with the diagram χχ→ Z ′Z ′, where

χ propagates in t-channel. (Both diagrams are shown in see figure 1 below.) Actually, for

ms ∼ 2 mχ the s-mediated annihilation becomes resonant and dominant (‘s-funnel’). The

effect of the s-field in the DM phenomenology has been discussed in ref. [34]. Along the

paper we will consider two possibilities, namely a heavy scalar, m2
s � m2

χ, and a not-too-

heavy one, in order to show its impact on the DM physics and phenomenological prospects.

Hence, after integration of the extra dark fermions, we end up with an effective theory

where the dark sector contains just the DM field, χ, besides the scalar s and the Z ′

mediator. In addition there is an effective Dim-5 operator, ∼ |H|2χ̄LχR, which arises upon

– 6 –
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the integration of ψ field. Thus, the relevant DM Lagrangian of the effective theory reads

LDM
eff = Lkin − λχχ̄RχLS +

1

Λ
χ̄RχL|H|2 + · · ·+ (h.c.), (3.6)

where it is understood that Lkin contains the gauge interactions with the Z ′ and

1

Λ
=
y2y4

mψ
. (3.7)

Note that this operator is exactly the one of a fermionic singlet Higgs-portal. Therefore, a

Z ′-framework naturally leads to a Higgs-portal, thus representing an interesting UV com-

pletion of it. Nevertheless this “Higgs-portal” operator is not going to play any relevant role

in the DM phenomenology. The reason is that if the effective coupling 1/Λ is large enough

to contribute to the DM annihilation in the early universe, then the strong constraints from

direct (and indirect) detection rule out the scenario in most of the parameter space (except

very close to the Higgs-funnel, mχ ' mh/2). This will be discussed below. Consequently,

we will assume in (most of) what follows that 1/Λ is small enough to be neglected.

In this regime, the model is thus described by three parameters: the U(1)Y ′ gauge cou-

pling,3 gB; the Z ′-mass, mZ′ (or, equivalently, 〈S〉); and the dark matter mass, mχ ' λχ〈S〉.
In the case of a not-too-heavy s-field, there is one extra relevant parameter, ms (the cou-

pling of s to χχ, λχ, is determined by the value of mχ). This is to be compared with

ordinary SDMM, where there are four parameters, since the gauge coupling of the Z ′ to

quarks (gq) and to DM (gDM) are taken as independent parameters. As explained above,

in our scenario, the cancellation of anomalies fixes the ratio between them: gDM/gq = 4.5.

Still, we will see that the model is perfectly viable and quite predictive.

4 Phenomenology of the model

4.1 Kinetic mixing

As it is well known, the presence of more than one U(1) factor in the gauge group leads

to the possibility of kinetic terms which mix the corresponding gauge fields. In our case,

such kinetic-mixing term takes the form

Lkin ⊃ −
1

2
ε F Yµν F

Y ′µν , (4.1)

where F Y (Y ′) is the field-strength tensor of the U(1)Y (Y ′) gauge factor.

It is reasonable to assume that ε = 0 at some unknown high-energy scale, Λ′, above

which the theory enters a different ultraviolet regime. Still, since quarks couple to both

U(1) gauge bosons, quark loops generate a non-vanishing value of ε at lower energies,

µ = mZ′ [27]

ε =
egq

2π2 cos θW
log

Λ′

µ
' 0.02 gq log

Λ′

µ
, (4.2)

where gq = gY ′/3. Note that this result is completely general for any leptophobic model

since, as commented in section 2, leptophobia implies that U(1)Y ′ is equivalent to baryon

3The notation gB stems from the equivalence of U(1)Y ′ and U(1)B for the SM fields.
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number for the SM fields. In addition to quarks, there are loops involving the η, ψ fields,

which are also charged under both U(1)s. However, the fact that their coupling to U(1)Y
(U(1)Y ′) are vectorial (axial) makes their contributions to ε to cancel. In consequence,

eq. (4.2) holds. The previous mixing leads to relevant phenomenological constraints, e.g.

from electroweak (EW) observables and di-lepton production at the LHC, which will be

discussed in section 5.

In order to prepare the model for the phenomenological analysis, one has to properly

normalize and diagonalize the gauge kinetic terms. We have followed here the analysis of

refs. [13, 35]. To summarize, after appropriate redefinition of the U(1)Y ′ gauge boson, the

kinetic terms get diagonal and normalized, while the covariant derivative takes the form

Dµ = ∂µ + igsT
aGaµ + igtaW a

µ + ig′Y Bµ + i(g̃Y + gBY
′)B′µ, (4.3)

where Gµ,Wµ, Bµ are the ordinary gauge bosons of SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ; B′µ is the

gauge boson of U(1)Y ′ (with a small admixture of Bµ) and

g̃ =
ε√

1− ε2
g′ ' εg′. (4.4)

The final physical fields, Aµ, Zµ, Z
′
µ, are obtained upon diagonalization of the gauge-boson

mass matrix:  Bµ
W 3
µ

B′µ

 =

 cos θw − sin θw cos θ′ sin θw sin θ′

sin θw cos θw cos θ′ − cos θw sin θ′

0 sin θ′ cos θ′


Aµ
Zµ
Z ′µ

 , (4.5)

where θw is the weak angle and θ′ is the mixing between the Z and Z ′ fields, given by4

θ′ ' ε sin θw
m2
Z

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

. (4.6)

All these relations will be applied below.

4.2 Dark matter constraints

From the Lagrangian of the model (3.6), the thermal production of dark matter in the

early universe is controlled by the DM annihilation processes of figures 1, 2.

Keeping for the moment the assumption that the effective coupling, 1/Λ, in eq. (3.6)

is small (which is perfectly reasonable), the main annihilation channels of DM come from

the first two diagrams of figure 1 (and the other three as well if s is light enough). Thus

the annihilation rate depends on the main three parameters of the model, {gB,mZ′ ,mχ}
(plus ms if the s-field is relevant). Recall that the relative couplings of Z ′ to quarks and

DM are determined by gB, namely gq = 1
3gB, gDM = 3

2gB. Consequently, for each value

of {mZ′ ,mχ,ms}, there is always a (unique) value of gB (maybe in the non-perturbative

regime) which leads to the correct relic DM density, ΩDMh
2 = 0.1188 [36].

4Eq. (4.6) is accurate enough for small ε; the complete expression can be found e.g. in ref. [35], eq. (44).
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams, relevant for DM annihilation in the model.

Figure 2. Feynman diagrams arising from the effective operator (3.6), that contribute to DM

annihilation in the model.
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Figure 3. Values of the gB coupling that reproduce the observed DM relic density as a function

of the DM mass for several choices of mZ′ . The left (right) panel shows the ms = 15 TeV

(ms = 2 TeV) case.

This is illustrated in figure 3 in the mχ − gB plane for several choices of mZ′ and two

choices of the scalar mass, ms = 15 TeV (i.e. irrelevant) and ms = 2 TeV. Interestingly, the

value of gB remains in the perturbative regime in most of the parameter space. For each

curve, the two resonances, 2mχ ∼ mZ′ ,ms, and the threshold of two Z ′s are visible. Note

that the values of gB are almost the same in both panels, unless ms . 2mχ, i.e. when the

effects of the scalar in the DM annihilation are non-negligible.

Concerning bounds from direct and indirect detection, as mentioned in previous sec-

tions, the fact that the Z ′ couples to DM (SM quarks) in an axial (vectorial) way, implies

that the effective DD interaction is spin-dependent and velocity-suppressed [37]. Analo-
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Figure 4. DM-nucleon spin-independent cross-section as a function of the DM mass when DM

annihilation occurs thanks to the effective operator of eq. (3.6). The black line corresponds to the

observed relic density. The red-shared area is excluded by current XENON1T constraints.

gously, indirect detection (ID) is velocity-suppressed as well [37]. Consequently, there are

virtually no bounds from DD or ID on the model (for 1/Λ small). Actually, the most

important constraints on the model (and the opportunity to probe it experimentally) come

from collider measurements, which we examine in the next subsections.

Let us finish this subsection by discussing the role of the effective “Higgs-portal” op-

erator of eq. (3.6) in the DM phenomenology. This interaction leads to the DM annihi-

lation processes of figure 2. In figure 4 we have plotted (black line) the corresponding

spin-independent DM-nucleon cross section as a function of mχ when the value of the

effective coupling, 1/Λ, is adjusted to reproduce the relic density; showing as well the re-

gion excluded by the current XENON1T limits [38]. Only a narrow range of mχ around

the Higgs-funnel region is still surviving. Hence the effective Higgs-portal operator must

be suppressed enough to avoid these strong bounds (fortunately this is perfectly sensible

from (3.7)), and it is reasonable to assume that all the DM annihilation occurs through

the diagrams of figure 1.

4.3 Bounds from EW observables and LHC

As mentioned above, the presence of a kinetic mixing, ε, between the two U(1) gauge

groups is unavoidable due to radiative corrections involving quarks. In the following we

will assume that ε is initially vanishing at some unknown UV scale, Λ′, so that its effective

value at the mZ′ scale is given by eq. (4.2). We will derive results for two representative

choices of the UV scale: log(Λ′/mZ′) = 1, 4.6 (the latter corresponds to Λ′ = 100 mZ′).

A non-vanishing ε induces important physical effects which constrain the model. The

most relevant ones are electroweak precision observables, EWPO, particularly, S and T ,

and the production of di-leptons at the LHC.
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Concerning the first ones, we use the well-known expressions for the oblique parameters

S and T [13]

αem S = 4c2
wswθ

′ (ε− swθ′) ,
αem T = θ′2

(
m2
Z′

m2
Z

− 2

)
+ 2swθ

′ε, (4.7)

and take S = 0.03 ± 0.10, T = 0.05 ± 0.12 as values derived from the global fit to the

electroweak precision data performed in ref. [39].

We recall that the mixing angle θ′ involved in eq. (4.7) is given in terms of ε and mZ′

by eq. (4.6). Obviously, for a given ε, the larger mZ′ the smaller θ′. Consequently, EW

observables can be relevant at small mZ′ .

Regarding di-leptons, the kinetic mixing triggers couplings of the Z ′ to leptons, as it is

clear from eqs. (4.3), (4.5) (the precise expressions for the couplings to `L, `R leptons can

be found in refs. [13, 35]). Hence, production of Z ′s at the LHC leads to the possibility

of di-leptons at the final state. LHC has provided strong constraints on the di-lepton

search using 36.1 fb−1 data at
√

13 TeV. Ref. [40] gives bounds on the coupling of Z ′ to

leptons as function of mZ′ for several representative examples of the associated U(1)Y ′ .

More precisely, that reference provides an analysis on the bounds on a Z ′ corresponding

to B−L, which is identical to ours for quarks, and thus for Z ′ production. Then the ratio

of the braching fraction of Z ′ into leptons in the B −L model over the one in ours, can be

straightforwardly derived from the respective couplings of both Z ′s to leptons. In addition,

it has to be taken into account that, depending on the value of mZ′ , the gauge boson can

decay into top-antitop and/or χχ (with appropriate kinematical factors), which modifies

further the braching fraction into leptons. We have taken into account all these details in

order to extract the bounds from di-leptons, which will be shown in the next subsection.

Bounds from di-leptons are stronger for smaller mZ′ . Hence, as for EWPO, the con-

straints on our model due to kinetic mixing are specially relevant in the range of light Z ′.

Needless to say, the larger the UV scale, Λ′, the larger the radiatively induced ε and thus

the stronger both types of bounds.

Constraints from di-jet searches turn out to be the dominant ones in most of the

parameter space. We have translated the last ATLAS results on di-jets [41–45] into bounds

on the scenario at hand. As for the above di-lepton bounds, this entails to take into account

that, depending on the value of mZ′ , the gauge boson can decay into top-antitop and/or χχ

(with appropriate kinematical factors), thus modifying the branching fraction into di-jets.

In the mZ′ ∼ 140−500 GeV mass window, where UA2 [46] and CDF [47] experiments have

better sensitivity than LHC experiments, the limits are however weaker than mono-jet

bounds, which are discussed next.

Finally, mono-jet production at the LHC from ISR in the qq̄ → Z ′ → χχ process leads

to important constraints on the model, which are specially relevant in the region of light

Z ′. This type of signatures are characterized by a high-pT object recoiling against ��ET

which can be triggered at the ATLAS and CMS detectors. Our application of the mono-

jet constraints is based on its implementation in MicrOMEGAS [48], with 20.3 fb−1 data

collected at
√

8 TeV [49].5

5We have checked that the coverage of current 13 TeV data is similar.
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5 Results

We have scanned the DM mass and Z ′ mass plane randomly for two different values of

the scalar s-field mass (ms = 2, 15 TeV) requiring each point to fulfill the central value

of the Planck measured DM relic density Ωh2 = 0.1188 [36]. This procedure fixes the

coupling gB. Besides, we impose a 2σ cut on the S and T oblique parameters and apply

95% C.L. exclusion limits from LHC searches of di-leptons, di-jets and mono-jets as it has

been discussed in section 4.

For the calculation of the relic density the program MicrOMEGAS [48] has been used.

MicrOMEGAS is based on the CalcHEP [50] package which is used to calculate the tree

level cross sections relevant for DM annihilations and thus the DM relic density. The imple-

mentation of the model in CalcHEP format has been done using the FeynRules package [51].

As explained in previous subsections, our model, which is representative of a leptopho-

bic Z ′ axially coupled to DM with minimal dark sector, has only three relevant parameters:

{gB,mZ′ ,mχ}, plus ms if the scalar is not too heavy. We have considered here the sim-

plest possibility where effective interactions due to the extra dark fermions, ψ and η, are

negligible since their masses are substantially bigger than mZ′ ,mχ. The study of phe-

nomenological implications of these extra dark fermions is left for a future work. It was

shown in subsection 4.2 that for any choice of mZ′ ,mχ,ms, there is a unique value of gB
leading to the correct thermal relic density, ΩDMh

2. Figure 5 shows such value of gB in the

mZ′−mχ plane for two regimes of ms. In most of the interesting parameter space gB is well

inside the perturbative regime, which we have taken as gB < 4
√
π (see [52] for a detailed

discussion). However, the most important restrictions from the perturbativity requirement

come from the fermionic Yukawa couplings, λχ,ψ,η, and, the scalar one, λS . The latter is

the most constraining one in the regime where ms > 2mχ (left plot of figure 5), i.e. when

the scalar plays a negligible role for the DM annihilation in the early universe. In contrast,

when the scalar plays a role (ms . 2mχ), the required value of gB becomes smaller. This

is illustrated in the right plot of figure 5 for ms = 2 TeV. In consequence, for a given value

of mZ′ , the VEV 〈S〉 becomes larger and all the (fermionic and scalar) couplings smaller.

Then, the perurbative limits exclude a much smaller region in the parameter space, as

shown in the figure. The resonance region, 2mχ ∼ mZ′ ,ms is also visible in the figure.

The trend in both cases is that the larger (smaller) mχ (mZ′) the smaller gB. As we

shall see shortly, this will be, in general terms, the region safe with respect to the various

constraints and, consequently, it becomes larger in the regime where the scalar field plays

a significant role.

Next we show the phenomenological bounds on the model in the same mZ′−mχ plane,

assuming at any point the value of gB leading to the correct ΩDM, as given in figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the constraints on the model discussed in the previous subsection

for log(Λ′/mZ′) = 1. As expected di-jet production (pink region) gives the dominant

constraint in most of the parameter space. It essentially excludes the whole 500 GeV .
m′Z . 3000 GeV region, except around the Z ′ and s resonances, 2mχ ∼ mZ′ ,ms. Notice

that the constraints from a correct relic density are also incorporated, as every point in the

mZ′ −mχ plane has the correct relic density, according to figure 5.
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Figure 5. The logarithmic-scale colorbar gives the values of the gB coupling that fit the observed

DM relic density in the mZ′ −mχ plane. The left (right) panel shows the ms > 2mχ (ms = 2 TeV)

case. The grey-shaded region is excluded by the perturbativity condition in the various couplings.
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Figure 6. Areas in the mZ′ −mχ plane forbidden by constraints from di-jets (pink) and mono-jets

(green); for log (Λ′/mZ′) = 1 (see eq. (4.2)). The value of the gB coupling is adjusted at every

point to reproduce the observed DM relic density. In the grey region the coupling becomes non-

perturbative. Upper (lower) panels show the case where ms > 2mχ (ms = 2 TeV). Left panels

show the full range of mZ′ considered while in the right ones we zoom in the region of Z ′ masses

up 1 TeV.
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Figure 7. The same as figure 6 for Λ′ = 100 mZ′ . The turquoise-shaded area is excluded by

di-lepton resonance searches.

For the value of Λ′ considered (a rather low one), the kinetic mixing is not sizeable

and does not lead to relevant constraints from EWPO and di-lepton production. The

corresponding bounds on the plane are close to the perturbativity one, and always weaker

than other phenomenological constraints. For m′Z . 500 GeV the most important bounds

come from mono-jet production (green area). Still there is a lot of viable parameter space

in this regime of relatively light Z ′. Figure 7 shows the constraints when the UV scale is

large, Λ′ = 100 mZ′ . Bounds from di-jets and mono-jets remain as before, since they are

essentially independent of the kinetic mixing. However, bounds from di-leptons become now

important in the region of light Z ′, excluding new areas in that regime. In contrast, EWPO

bounds remain unimportant. Still, there remain large viable regions for m′Z . 500 GeV,

especially for a not very heavy scalar (last two panels).

6 Conclusions

The possibility that the DM particle interacts with the SM fields via a Z ′-boson (‘Z ′-portal’)

remains one of the most attractive WIMP scenarios, both from the theoretical and the

phenomenological points of view. However WIMP models are under increasing pressure,

due, specially, to direct detection (DD) experiments. In the case of generic Z ′-models,
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another critical constraint comes from di-lepton production at the LHC. These constraints

are highly alleviated if the coupling of Z ′ with DM is of the axial type, and if Z ′ has

leptophobic couplings to the SM particles, respectively. Such conditions have been often

considered in the context of simplified DM models, which, however, do not take into account

the restrictions coming from anomaly-cancellation.

Following the point of view of ref. [23], we have considered in this paper generic,

anomaly-free, leptophobic models, later particularized to the case where the Z ′ boson is

axially coupled to (fermionic) DM. Leptophobia implies that the extra U(1) factor is

exactly as baryon number in the SM sector, provided it is flavour-blind (which is extremely

desirable from FCNC constraints). Then, there are about four hundred models (with O(1)

charges and minimal dark sector), from which only four present axial couplings in the DM

sector. These four cases are in fact very similar. The dark sector consists of the DM

fermion, χ, plus a SU(2) doublet and a singlet, both with non-vanishing hypercharges. In

addition there is the scalar, S, responsible for the breaking of the extra U(1) and giving

mass to the associated gauge boson (∼ Z ′). The extra stuff in the dark sector can produce

non-trivial phenomenology, both for DM annihilation at the early universe and collider

processes. However, we have focused in the simplest case where the extra dark fermions

are heavy enough to be integrated out, leaving a theory with the DM particle, χ and the

Z ′ boson (and possibly the s scalar); with three parameters: the gauge coupling, gB, and

the two masses mZ′ and mχ (plus ms if the scalar is not too heavy).

The resulting scenario is well protected from DD bounds, as the vectorial (axial) cou-

pling of Z ′ to the SM (DM) sector leads to spin-dependent DD interactions, which are

velocity-suppressed as well. The latter is also true for indirect detection processes. These

are good news for the viability of the model. For each choice of {mZ′ ,mχ,ms} there is a

unique value of gB leading to the correct relic density, ΩDM, normally in the perturbative

regime. The main difference of this anomaly-free scenario with the previous generic sim-

plified models is that the vectorial type of coupling of Z ′ to quarks is mandatory and that

the ratio of the SM and DM couplings of Z ′ is fixed by the anomaly-cancellation condition,

namely gq/gDM = 2/9.

We have analyzed the main experimental constraints on the model. Two of them,

di-lepton production at the LHC and contribution to EWPO (particularly, S and T pa-

rameters), come from the kinetic mixing between the U(1)Y and U(1)B gauge-bosons.

Even if such mixing is initially vanishing (at some UV scale), it arises radiatively from

loop-diagrams involving quarks. Di-lepton and EWPO bounds are specially significant in

the region of light Z ′. In addition, we have included bounds from mono-jet and di-jet pro-

duction at the LHC. While the former are also specially relevant at low mZ′ , the latter is

dominant in the 500 GeV . m′Z . 3000 GeV region, which becomes essentially excluded,

except around the resonances, 2mχ ∼ mZ′ ,ms. Still, there remain large viable regions for

m′Z . 500 GeV.

The possibility to test a scenario of this kind necessarily involves collider experiments.

E.g. from figures 5, 6, it is clear that in the next years the LHC is going to explore regions of

the parameter space which are now allowed, hopefully giving a positive signal of a model of

this kind. Notice also that a future measurement of the gq/gDM ratio would be a dramatic
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test of the scenario. In addition, one can consider a more generic scenario os this type,

where the extra fermions in the dark sector are not that heavy, so that they change the

DM phenomenology (e.g. through co-annihilation processes), as well as the LHC one, since

these particles are non-trivial representations of the SM gauge group and can be produced

in the LHC collisions. Work along these lines is already in progress.

When this work was completed there has appeared a paper by Ellis et al. [53] examining

two leptophobic and two axial (DM) Z ′ models in a similar spirit. The main difference

with our case is that the scenario analyzed here is simultaneously leptophobic and axial.
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A Anomaly-free completions of U(1)B

As discussed in section 2 any consistent leptophobic, flavour-blind, U(1)Y ′ group must

be equivalent to baryonic number, U(1)B, in the SM sector. Furthermore, anomaly-

cancellation requires the presence of extra particles. Then, assuming that the DM particle,

χ, is a fermion with vanishing hypercharge, the minimal content of the dark sector contains

an additional doublet, ψ and an additional singlet, η:

minimal dark sector : {χL,R, ψL,R, ηL,R}. (A.1)

In this appendix we fully classify the possible assignments of Y, Y ′ to these fields,

consistent with anomaly-cancellation, paying special attention to the axial cases.6 Notice

that the requirement of non-fractional electric charges implies Yψ = m+ 1/2, Yη = n, with

m,n integers, a condition that we will assume in what follows.

6There is relevant previous literature in this subject [3, 6, 10–12, 24–33, 53]. Here we supplement previous

classifications with cases that were not considered and make explicit the form of all solutions, with special

focus on the axial case.
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A useful observation is that the anomaly-cancelation conditions, listed in the equa-

tions (2.5)–(2.11), are invariant under the three independent transformations:

Yψ,η → −Yψ,η (A.2)

Y ′(ψ,η)L
↔ −Y ′(ψ,η)R

(A.3)

Y ′χL
↔ −Y ′χR

(A.4)

Hence, in general the solutions to the anomaly-cancellation conditions come in sets of 8

possibilities related by these transformations.

A.1 Classification of solutions

In this subsection will derive the possible values of the extra hypercharges (Y ′) of the fields

in the dark sector (A.1) for any choice of Yψ, Yη.

From eqs. (2.5)–(2.8) we can solve Y ′ψL
, Y ′ηL , Y

′
χL

in terms of the other charges:

Y ′ψL
= Y ′ψR

− 3

Y ′ηL = Y ′ηR +
3

2Y 2
η

(1 + 4Y 2
ψ )

Y ′χL
= Y ′χR

− 3

2Y 2
η

(1 + 4Y 2
ψ ) + 6 (A.5)

The value of Y ′ηR can be derived from eq. (2.9), which, thanks to eqs. (A.5) becomes linear

in Y ′ψR
:

Y ′ηR =
2Yη(−3 + 2Y ′ψR

)

1 + 4Y 2
ψ

−
3(1 + 4Y 2

ψ )

4Y 2
η

(A.6)

So far we have expressed Y ′ψL
, Y ′ηL , Y

′
χL
, Y ′ηR in terms of Yψ, Yη, Y

′
ψR
, Y ′χR

. Now, for a

given choice of Yψ, Yη, the values of Y ′ψR
, Y ′χR

are related by the only remaining anomaly-

cancelation condition, namely eq. (2.11), which, thanks to eqs. (A.5) becomes quadratic in

the unknowns:

1

32Y 6
η (1+4Y 2

ψ )

{
9(−16Y 4

η (6+Y ′χR
)2)(1+4Y 2

ψ )2+24Y 2
η (6+Y ′χR

))(1+4Y 2
ψ )3−9(1+4Y 2

ψ )4

−64Y 6
η (9−(−3+Y ′ψR

)Y ′ψR
+45Y 2

ψ +Y ′χR
(6+Y ′χR

))(1+4Y 2
ψ ))
}

= 0 (A.7)

Consequently, one would expect that for any choice of Yψ, Yη there is a continuum of

solutions. Still one has to require that these solutions are real. Let us examine closely this

issue. Solving Y ′χR
in eq. (A.7) gives

Y ′χR
= 3

(
−1 +

1 + 4Y 2
ψ

4Y 2
η

)
±

√
D

4Y 2
η (1 + 4Y 2

ψ )(−1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ )
(A.8)

with

D = − 1

Y 6
η

(−1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ )(1 + 4Y 2
ψ )

×
[
−16Y 4

η ((−3 + Y ′ψR
)Y ′ψR

− 9Yψ) + 9(1 + 4Y 2
ψ )3 − 36(Yη + 4YηY

2
ψ )2
]

(A.9)
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Obviously, real solutions correspond to D ≥ 0. Let us note that the extremal point of

the quadratic expression (A.9) always lies at Y ′ψR
= 3/2 (this is a consequence of the

symmetry (A.3) and the first equation of (A.5)). At this extremal point D reads

Dextr = − 9

Y 6
η

(−1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ )(1 + 4Y 2
ψ )(1− 2Y 2

η + 4Y 2
ψ )2 (A.10)

On the other hand, the coefficient of (Y ′ψR
)2 in (A.9) reads

16

Y 2
η

(−1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ )(1 + 4Y 2
ψ ) (A.11)

Since expressions (A.10) and (A.11) have opposite signs, it turns out that for any choice

of Yψ, Yη there is indeed a continuum of values of Y ′ψR
that lead to real solutions:

If − 1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ > 0, Y ′ψR
≤ Y ′ (1)

ψR
& Y ′ψR

≥ Y ′ (2)
ψR

If − 1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ < 0, Y
′ (1)
ψR

≤ Y ′ψR
≤ Y ′ (2)

ψR

where

Y
′ (1,2)
ψR

=
3

2
∓

3|1− 2Y 2
η + 4Y 2

ψ |
4Y 2

η

√
(1 + 4Y 2

ψ ) (A.12)

Then, for each allowed value of Y ′ψR
, the corresponding value of Y ′χR

is given by eq. (A.8).

A.2 Special choices of Yψ, Yη

There are four special choices of Yψ, Yη that lead to a substantial simplification of the

solutions and, besides, allow for generic rational solutions. Namely, for

{±Yψ,±Yη} =

{
1

2
, 1

}
,

{
7

2
, 5

}
, (A.13)

eqs. (A.5) become

Y ′ψL
= Y ′ψR

− 3

Y ′ηL = Y ′ηR + 3

Y ′χL
= Y ′χR

+ 3 (A.14)

The value of Y ′ηR becomes

Y ′ηR =
1

8
(−24 + 8Y ′ψR

), for {±Yψ,±Yη} =

{
1

2
, 1

}
Y ′ηR =

1

5
(−18 + 7Y ′ψR

), for {±Yψ,±Yη} =

{
7

2
, 5

}
(A.15)

The value of Y ′χR
, eq. (A.8), gets also drastically simplified:

Y ′χR
= −3 + Y ′ψR

, −Y ′ψR
, for {±Yψ,±Yη} =

{
1

2
, 1

}
Y ′χR

=
1

5
(−6− Y ′ψR

),
1

5
(−9 + Y ′ψR

) , for {±Yψ,±Yη} =

{
7

2
, 5

}
(A.16)
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Yψ Yη Y ′ψL
Y ′ψR

Y ′ηL Y ′ηR Y ′χL
Y ′χR

3/2 1 -9 0 -9 -6 3 -12

3/2 1 3/8 75/8 3/8 27/8 69/8 -51/8

3/2 2 3/8 -15/8 3/8 27/8 33/8 3/8

3/2 3 5/3 -8/3 -4 -1 -11/3 -16/3

Table 1. Accidental rational solutions to the anomaly equations. From each case, there are seven

additional solutions, which can be obtained by using the transformations (A.2)–(A.4).

Not that, in each case, the two solutions for Y ′χR
are related by the symmetry (A.4) and

eq. (A.14).

A crucial consequence of the previous equations is that, in the special cases (A.13), for

any rational choice of Y ′ψR
, the rest of the Y ′-charges become rational as well. This cannot

be guaranteed for any other choice of Yψ, Yη. As a matter of fact, in general it does not

hold, except by accident. In table 1 we list accidental rational possibilities, which do not

belong to the special choices (A.13).

Some of the previous features come from the fact the special choices (A.13) are the

only ones for which 1 − 2Y 2
η + 4Y 2

ψ = 0. This also implies that Dextr = 0 in eq. (A.10).

Since, on the other hand, −1 + 4Y 2
η − 4Y 2

ψ > 0, it turns out that all values of Y ′ψR
are

allowed, in particular all rationals.

A.3 Axial coupling of the dark matter

In this subsection we particularise to the case where the coupling of the extra gauge boson

to the dark matter is axial, i.e.

Y ′χL
= −Y ′χR

. (A.17)

Let us start by noting that the two generic solutions of Y ′χR
given in eq. (A.8) are related

by the symmetry transformation (A.4). Therefore, the axial case (A.17) occurs when the

two solutions coincide, i.e. when D = 0. This happens precisely for Y ′ψR
= Y

′ (1)
ψR

, Y
′ (2)
ψR

,

given in eq. (A.12).

Consequently, for any choice of Yψ, Yη, there are two solutions of axial DM, with Y ′ψR

given by eq. (A.12); Y ′χR
, given by eq. (A.8), which in this case simplifies to

Y ′χR
= 3

(
−1 +

1 + 4Y 2
ψ

4Y 2
η

)
(A.18)

and the remaining charges given by eqs. (A.5), (A.6).

Notice that the two values Y
′ (1)
ψR

, Y
′ (2)
ψR

are symmetrical with respect to Y ′ψR
= 3/2

(as implied by the symmetry (A.2) and eq. (A.5)). This means that the solutions are

not axial for the other dark fields, ψ and η, except in the special cases (A.13), where

Y
′ (1)
ψR

= Y
′ (2)
ψR

= 3/2. For each of these special cases there is a unique axial solution,

which, in addition, is axial in all the dark fields as well. These are the ones given in

eq. (2.12) of the section 2. Note also that these are the only axial solutions whose charges

are rational.
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